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Prepared and organized by Dr. Neli Demireva

The workshop was aimed at NGOs and other voluntary organizations. Its main objective was to

introduce good practices in terms of survey design and discuss a variety of different survey questions

aimed at capturing community cohesion and community well-being as well as a variety of community

characteristics. This guide provide examples and frequent checklists remind workshop participants of

the essential elements of survey design.
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The workshop was delivered by Dr.Neli Demireva

The workshop covered several important themes:

• How to ask to right questions;

• Think about questionnaire banks;

• Technical issues to be considered;

• How to evaluate survey questions;

• Pitfalls to avoid;

• How to structure a questionnaire;

• Many tips and anecdotes!
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• Useful checklists.

We started by discussing what a survey is. A survey is a system for information collection from or

about people to describe, compare, or explain their knowledge, attitudes, and behavior. Surveys are

taken to gather information about people’s attitudes and choices, to find out about people’s

behaviours. Individuals, communities, schools, businesses, and researchers use surveys to find out

about people by asking questions about their feelings, motivations, plans, beliefs, and overall social

backgrounds. Survey questions are typically arranged into mailed or self-administered

questionnaires. Because questions are the focus of many surveys, it is essential that you have a good

knowledge on how to ask them, in both written and spoken form.

The ways in which survey questions are asked can prescribe the answers; therefore we shall come

back to this later. The question order is never random.

The origins of survey research lie with the idea of social reformers and their desire for fact-finding.

The first we should mention is Charles Booth. Charles James Booth was a British shipowner, social
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researcher, and reformer, best known for his innovative philanthropic studies on working-class life in

London towards the end of the 19th century. During the 1860s Booth started to become interested in

the philosophy of Auguste Comte, the founder of modern sociology. Booth was concerned by

contemporary social problems, and not religious at all, but he recognised the limitations of

philanthropy and conditional charity in addressing the poverty which scarred British society. He

completed the study ‘The Life and Labour of the People of London’ in 1892. In the course of the

study complex maps were designed which relied on observation – there was little direct interviewing

– the subjects many of whom lived in abject poverty were still considered ‘untrustworthy’ (O'Day and

Englander, 1992)!

O'Day, Rosemary, and Dand Englander. Mr. Charles Booth's Inquiry: life and labour of the people in
London reconsidered. A&C Black, 1992.

Survey structure is important – many surveys start with Demographics and proceed with attitudes and
behaviours and other social constructs:
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Demographic information allows you to better understand certain the background characteristics of

your respondents, in particular to gather information about their age, race, ethnicity, income, work

situation, marital status, etc.

Here is an example of some demographic and socio-demographic factors:
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Examples:
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What do we know about certain questions:
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• Simmonds (2001) Different categories of information can be obtained from surveys

–attributes, behavior, attitudes, beliefs

– What do you want to find out?

• De Vaus (2002: 94)

– “it is crucial to think ahead and anticipate what information will be needed to

ensure that the relevant questions are asked”

1) Research problem will affect which concepts need to be measured

2) Indicators we devise for concepts crucial in determining which questions to ask

3) Way data are to be analyzed

4) Way it is to be administered (i.e. CAPI, CASI, CATI etc – computer assisted

Personal/Self-Completed/Telephone interview)

Be Careful of Jargon and Technical Expressions
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It is best to avoid the use of jargon and technical terms in your survey questions unless you have

good reason to believe that all of your respondents are familiar with the terms. As with the use of

slang, however, you must then be concerned with how understandable a wider audience will find the

results.

There is nothing more helpful than a questionnaire bank! https://ukdataservice.ac.uk/ The UK Data

service contains several questions.

I will also create one for this workshop: see practical community survey questionnaire bank.
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Let’s consider several examples of volunteering questions: note that they are very precise – define

the period about which the respondent should be thinking and the type of activity.
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If your survey is intended to measure your impact as organization – it will be important to consider

all the services you provide (in the circle): mental health support, childcare; then think of who

engages with them, the regularity of the service, whether perhaps there are users you are not

reaching. This will help you measure your impact as an organization.

How do we measure attitudes?
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Here are some examples of Likert scales:
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Should you include midpoints in your Likert scale?
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In this point of the workshop, representatives of different organizations were grouped together and

were given the following task:
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Should your survey include closed or open questions? What are the advantages and disadvantages

associated with each?
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This is an example of an open question and the type of questions it can generate:
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How you should evaluate questions to see if they work?
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An example of trying to see whether questions work? Asking respondents to give you an idea of all

the associations that come to mind when they are asked this question.
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Participants in the workshop were asked to evaluate the following questions:
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It is important to be considerate of your respondents:
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Keep in mind that social desirability bias can skew the responses of your respondents.
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However there are strategies to minimize social desirability bias:
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Avoid double negatives:
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Should no opinion and don’t know questions be included?
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We next consider the overall structure of the questionnaire:
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Types of samples should be considered. Here are some examples of probability samples (random

and stratified) and non-probability (volunteer and opportunity)
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At this [point in the workshop we had an exercise and considered what is wrong with these

questions.
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